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More beautiful with your
Beauty Therapist

http://advancedbeautycare.com

Fabulous Firming for the Neck,
Décolleté and Bust
This month we will focus on Youth
R e c o ve ry of t h e d e l i c a t e a n d
vulnerable décolleté, and treatments
that help to firm, lift and tone.
PROTECTION
To maintain a clear even skin tone
protect daily with SPF. Sun exposure
weakens the tissues causing
pigmentation and premature ageing.
HYDRATION
Nourish the neck and décolleté daily
with a specific neck and/or bust cream
to hydrate and improve overall
appearance.

Who did you
share your
Beauty Secret
with today?

SUPPORT
Wearing a properly fitted Bra provides
the correct support to maintain good
posture, which is the key to a beautiful
décolleté. Applying firming neck
cream or bust cream provide invisible
support to the skin to lift and tone the
bust and prevent fine lines and
wrinkles.
A fantastic result as a single treatment
or as a series to address the concerns
of ageing of this most fragile area.

“Friends make the
best referrals”

Advanced Beauty Care Hydradermie
Lift facials include a lifting neck
treatment for the neck, specialized
firming serums and neck mask.

A girl’s best friend
should be her bra!

W earing

a
correctly fitted
bra is essential
to our health
and beauty. If
you follow
these rules
carefully you will look like a new
woman instantly:
- When viewed from the side your
bras under band should be horizontal,
and not ride up the back and be firm,
yet comfortable.
- Underwires should lie flat against
the sternum (not the breast), and not
dig in to the chest or the bosom, rub or
poke out at the front
- The bosom should be enclosed by
the cups with a smooth line where
the fabric at the top of the cup ends
- Avoid a ridge or any bulging over the
top or sides of the cups, even with a
low-cut style bra.
- Choose natural fibers over
synthetic so that the skin can
‘breathe’ and be comfortable all day
long.
- Avoid spraying perfume or fragrance
on the décolleté as they can dehydrate
the skin and cause pigmentation with
sun exposure.
- Get measured regularly for a bra.
The bosom changes with age and
changes in our weight or exercise
regimen.

Guinot’s

Youth Recovery Program

At home:

At the Spa:

Age Logic Cellulaire
Age Nutritive

Muscle stimulation
Hydra-Lift Facial

Night Creams

Reverses skin aging process

Tones the muscles of the
face and neck

Recreates the cellular life of
dormant skin

“An improved complexion”

Delivers the essential energy
to cells’ vital functions

Time Logic Age
Serum

“A tightened jaw line”
“Plumped laughter lines”

Introducing

Time Logic
Age Serum
Time Logic Age Serum was
developed by Guinot’s worldrenowned research team of
dermatologists, biologists and chemists to offer
effective repair at night. Time Logic Age Serum
regenerates tired, wrinkled and aging skin by
stimulating cellular metabolic energy for up to 24
hours. By using the serum at night when the cells are
relaxed and have more access to biological energy,
you will have much better penetration and more
thorough dispersion of active ingredients.

Benefits:
Clinical studies show up to a 45.1% decrease in
wrinkle depth, up to a 44.1% decrease in roughness,
and up to a 54% increase in firmness upon a
month’s usage.

Have you ever wondered what
this symbol means?
When you look on the back of your Guinot skincare
bottles and boxes, you will see this new POA (period
after opening) symbol, which identifies the lifetime
of your favorite Guinot products, and all cosmetics.
The small jar with the lid open contains a number,
followed by the letter "M" for months. "9M" for
example means that the product is best if used before
the end of 9 months, whereas "24M" means the
product should be used up before 2 years.
Although these are only guidelines, the general rule
of thumb is that liquid products have a shorter shelf
life than most powder products.

Advanced Beauty Care....
Luxury.... Privacy.... A Sanctuary

